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Racial Angst
By Rev. Donald L. Perryman, Ph.D.
The Truth Contributor

They will never let me play a part in which a Negro is on top.
- Paul Robeson
On January 6, a teeming mob of frenzied Trump supporters overwhelmed
an out-manned and under-resourced U.S. Capitol police to storm through
          
others injured.
The rampage, described by many as a coordinated coup, unsuccessfully at         
Electoral College win.
The mostly-white mob tore down barricades, broke windows, and rammed
through locked doors. The vicious throng also included rogue law enforcement, legislators, ex-military personnel, business owners and executives,
  ! "
While alarming, the violent attempted coup d’état should not have been
surprising. The warning signs of the insurrection have been present for a
long time. Domestic terrorism, activated by white fear, has always followed
tangible black progress as whites aggressively move to preserve their power.
Racism, then, is not merely about prejudice and bias. It is a tool to gain and
maintain power.
Warning Signs: The Diversity Explosion
The majority of all Americans under 17 years old are now from a minority
background. This demographic shift became a reality in 2020 and the process will culminate with an overall “minority-majority” population by 2045,
according to Isaac Mizrahi writing for Forbes Magazine.
This demographic shift will radically transform the American identity, pol # !#$  "      
shift towards nonwhites.
Marketers have already accepted this. Take note of today’s television commercials to see the increase in interracial couples and diverse cultural experiences used in advertising. Marketing is pointing the way forward to how
%  !"
Why it Matters:
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voters as a threat to political control.
In contrast to racial minorities, White Americans (although not a monolith), have preferred Republican candidates in every presidential election after 1964. Fifty-nine percent of Republicans and 46 percent of Whites worry
that a majority-minority nation will “weaken” American culture, says a re>   !"%  '#(
9       ?          %  
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Different Name.” When nonwhite groups form alliances with other minority
      '    #(         ously attempt to overthrow them, he says. We saw this response played out
in real-time in the MAGA melee at the Capitol.
The Future:
Contrary to the conservative self-interest cries for healing or to “just move
on” following the violence on the U.S. Capitol, it is impossible to heal. The
trauma that causes our injuries remains while we are still being assaulted,
effectively placing fresh wounds on the still open wounds.
/    !  &       * H   
while looking the other way as violent MAGA protestors slip in to attempt to
hijack our democracy will not allow us to heal.
Neither will the racism that constantly assaults black civil rights, producing gashes over slashes while merely pacifying White Nationalists in return
for violent offenses.
The phrase “No justice, No peace!” is more than a slogan. It is a law of
nature.
We cannot move forward in peace until our nation can develop an inclusive
identity and ensure equal rights for all people.
Contact Rev. Donald Perryman, PhD, at drdlperryman@centerofhopebaptist.org
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Malcolm X Was Right: The Chickens Are
Roosting Now
By Lafe Tolliver, Esq
Guest Column
It is time for a little time travel. So, please
put on your plexiglass bubble helmets, take a
comfortable seat and SWOOSH…. away we go!
We are going back, way back to the time when
Malcolm X was prophesying about American
hypocrisy.
He was loudly chronicling the double standard
of the US government when it was lamenting
the inadequacies of foreign governments and
their inability to hold on and maintain a semblance of a democracy and, while at the same
time, we learned of the intrigues of our government’s covert operations against foreign leaders who were sometimes quietly dispatched by
forces unknown.
Malcolm X was opining about the tragic
shooting of President John Kennedy by Lee Oswald during the president’s trip to Dallas. Malcolm X, not being one who was subservient to
the niceties of the protocols on matters of assassinations as ostensibly done by our government agencies, stated that,
“The chickens have come home to roost.”
He statement was a tongue-in-cheek monologue about Kennedy being
killed in the US while our own government was involved in clandestine
activities and murders in overseas countries.
His proclamation caused an uproar in both white media and with the
leader of the Muslim sect led by the Honorable Elijah Mohammed.
Malcolm X was chastised by Mr. Mohammed and suffered a suspension from the religious organization.
Malcolm X gauged the hypocrisy of the US government feigning that
their government was superior to others and that we did not engage in
such despicable acts of killing our political leaders and that we were a
cultred society that eschewed governmental overthrow.
Almost six decades later, if you have been a observer of the most
recent political events in the Capitol, you have witnessed a cult going
amok at the directions of their cult leader, Donald Trump.
Trump was openly and notoriously brazen in his egging on the demonstrators, some of whom quickly turned to ransacking and violence
when they entered the Capitol Building.
Not only did they march, en masse, to the Capitol but they bum rushed
the pathetically understaffed Capitol Hill Police and the D.C. police
forces and breached the security barriers and, like drunken sailors, entered the Congressional chambers and wreaked havoc.
The planned mayhem included damaging some of the interiors of the
building and mobbing the front of the Capitol where scaffolding was
being set up for the January 20 inauguration of President Biden and V.P.
Harris.
This hyped-up crowd of white people (numbers are given anywhere
from 20-30 thousand who appeared on the Capitol grounds) were enraged that the House and Senate were about to confirm the Electoral
College votes and thus confirm the legitimate status of President-Elect
Biden and V.P. Elect Harris.
The marauders threw off all restraint as they pillaged the Capitol
Building with their flags and made a mockery of civility and any respect for the established democratic norms and niceties that have been
relied upon since 1801 regarding a peaceful transference of power after
an election.
The mob, bent on stopping the tallying of the Electoral College votes,
were acting at the hope and bequest of Herr Trump who told them to
march to the Capitol and he would lead them (of course, he did not lead,
he left for safer grounds with his Secret Service entourage).
Herr Trump, the originator of the Great Lie that the election was stolen from him and repeatedly denying all overwhelming evidence to the
contrary, acted like a spoiled brat and verbally “turned the keys” over
to the mob and probably chortled to himself while they busted up the
Capitol Building.

One rioter lost her life doing perverted homage to Herr Trump and his
swamp gas induced dream of serving another term as President.
Any loss of life by his supporters was probably deemed expendable to
Trump for those who died, probably died in a good cause: The Second
Lost Cause (Question? What was the First Lost Cause in American history?).
We continue to witness the erratic ravings of a lunatic who lives in a
parallel universe consisting of alternative facts; and populated by a coterie of lapdogs and brain damaged politicos who rode the Trump gravy
train for all its worth.
Compare the overwhelming police presence at the Capitol when the
Black Lives Matter demonstrators protested the killing of black people
as opposed to the sketchy presence of police during this attempted coup
of the Capitol…but, I digress!
This attempted coup is an international sensation with some other
countries, allies and foes, taking the US to task for its effrontery in lecturiing them how they operate their governments versus what they saw
on CNN.
Malcom X was right. Countries that throw stones at the glass houses
of other countries who allow questionable political acts should not be
outraged when those same countries pick up the same stones and rain
them on America’s political glass house.
The chickens have come home to roost.
Contact Lafe Tolliver at tolliver@juno.com
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Rep. Hicks-Hudson’s Bipartisan Criminal
Justice Reform Bill Signed into Law
Democratic priority legislation HB 1 will expand access to drug treatments and allow
more opportunities for a fresh start
State Rep. Paula Hicks-Hudson (D-Toledo) last week announced that
House Bill (HB) 1, her criminal justice reform legislation to modify the requirements for intervention in lieu of conviction and for sealing criminal
records, was signed into law by Governor DeWine.
“Signing HB 1 into law shows Ohioans that we take care of our citizens by
emphasizing rehabilitation over punishment. When this law becomes effective, it will be a game changer for many Ohioans who have not been able to
live the American dream here in Ohio,” Rep. Hicks-Hudson.
This legislation will:
· Broaden the scope of continuing law intervention in lieu of conviction
(ILC) by requiring an eligibility hearing on an application for intervention in
any case in which the offender alleges that drug or alcohol usage was a factor
leading to the underlying offense;
· Broaden the application of continuing law conviction record sealing by

removing the cap, currently based on total
felony convictions, on
eligibility for fourth or
    ! 
misdemeanor offenses,
and by raising the caps
on restricted felony and
misdemeanor offenses;
· Modify the time at
which an offender may
apply to have a convicRep. Paula Hicks-Hudson
tion record sealed;
· Ban the shackling of pregnant prisoners;
· Expand the duties of the Criminal Sentencing Commission to gather certain data;
· Modify the use of prison as a sanction for violating community control.

Ohio MLK Commission to Host Commemorative
Event Virtually Jan. 14
The Ohio Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday Commission will host its viewed at das.ohio.gov/mlk beginning Thursday at 11:45 a.m.
36th annual Ohio Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Commemorative Celebration on Thursday, Jan. 14. Typically held at Trinity Episcopal Church
The 12-member commission advocates Dr. King’s principles of nonin downtown Columbus, this year’s event was prerecorded and can be violent change and the pursuit of racial, social and economic justice.
During the ceremony, the commission will announce the winners of its
annual awards that recognize Ohioans for their efforts to advance nonviolent social change.
A highlight of the event each year is the student speakers who took
        @H*{
Youth Oratorical Contest, which is also sponsored by the commission.
Although the 2020 statewide contest was canceled this year, the prerecorded event will feature videos of several students who competed in
regional contests and had advanced to the statewide competition.
The Ohio Department of Administrative Services provides administrative support to the Ohio Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday Commission.
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White Mobs and Violence Is Nothing New
By Anthony Bouyer, PhD
Guest Column
As the events unfolded at our capital on
January 6, 2021, many White Americans
were shocked that their brothers could act in
 !       " H!   #      cur? How could Whites would turn into blood
 !}/    }
Many Whites attribute such behaviors only to
  "
/          
addressed from the violence that occurred
on January 6, 2021. I only want to show that
            
      #       
Americana past time.
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Anthony Bouyer
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property.
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cannot erase – the facts are the facts. I want to share a brief history of White
mob violence, so that readers know that what happened on January 6 was not
an isolated event of White mob violence as documented by unspeakable vio B         %  tory. Unfortunately, they had any number of violent outbursts to choose from.
Here are 10 of the worst massacres of African-Americans.
1. New York City Draft Riots
%  !# !     !
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were exempt, as they were not considered citizens.
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Tulsa Race Riot

 &H"~    !#    
residents were forced from their homes and over 100 were killed, many of
them lynched in the sort of violence usually reserved for the South.
2.New Orleans Massacre of 1866
Only one year after the Civil War ended, Republicans in the state of Loui   !    "9 #
!    # ! 
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to slavery.
On July 30, 1866, the convention commenced, with hundreds of Confeder  '  !    (&  #
! #      
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wounds.)
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3. Opelousas Massacre
 $) * #  ! "/
... continued on page 6
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White Mobs... continued from page 5
the votes of recently freed Black men, Republicans won a vast majority of
the elections that year. Faced with the prospect of losing their stranglehold
on local and state politics, many racists, especially those in the Knights of
the White Camellia (a pre-cursor to the KKK formed to stop Republican successes at the polls through intimidation) began violently oppressing all the
Black people they could get their hands on. Similar to the KKK, the Knights
of the White Camelia was a White supremacist terrorist organization and they
were extremely popular in the St. Landry Parish. (One Democratic newspaper
estimated nearly one in four White people were members of the group.)
On September 28, 1868, as the U.S. Presidential election was beginning to
inch closer, a local newspaper editor was beaten. Around a dozen Black men
came to his aid and they were subsequently arrested; however, they were later
dragged out of jail and lynched. This was just the start of the violence that
night: armed White people began scouring the countryside for every Black
 !    !"!
the violence subsided a few weeks later, somewhere between 200 and 300
African-Americans were killed. Republican Ulysses Grant won the presidency
against the anti-black Democratic contenders Horatio Seymour and Francis
Blair.
4. Thibodaux Massacre
Less than two decades after slavery was outlawed in the United States, many
African-Americans working in the South began to realize the power their labor
represented. This led to an increasing number of strikes, especially amongst
sugar workers. In 1887, some sugar workers reached out to the Knights of Labor, the biggest union of them all. With the help of organized labor, the Black
workers soon began to demand appropriate wages.
9#       "$
strikes began, they also hired strike-breakers and created militias, armed to
the teeth and out for blood. On November 23, a mob of White men dragged a
number of Black workers from their houses and led them to the railroads. Once
they arrived, the men were told to run for their lives, before they were all shot
in the back by the armed mob. By the time the violence died down, at least 35
people had died. Defeated and cowed, the workers all went back to the plantations and not one person faced justice; in fact, one of the murderers even won
a seat in Congress the following year.
5. Wilmington Insurrection of 1898
On the morning of November 10, 1898, a throng of some 2,000 armed White
men took to the streets of the Southern port town of Wilmington, North Carolina. Spurred on by White supremacist politicians and businessmen, the mob
       %  %    #   
frenzy of urban warfare that saw dozens of Blacks gunned down in the streets.
As the chaos unfolded, White rioters descended on City Hall and forced the
town’s mayor to resign along with several Black aldermen. By nightfall, the
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Rosewood Massacre of 1923

mob had seized full control of the local government, some 60 Black citizens
!  ? !
6. Atlanta Race Riot
Fearful of the growing power of the Black citizens of Atlanta, the White
elites in the city began using the local newspapers to push their racially motivated opinions. The governor’s race of 1906 was especially repugnant, as various newspapermen utilized their positions to help their campaigns by spreading false information about the state of race relations in Atlanta. A favorite of
theirs: any lurid tale of a “pure” White woman being assaulted by a Black man.
No one particular story sparked this riot but tensions rose to a breaking point
on September 22. Eventually, White mobs began terrorizing majority-black
  # !   !   
and shooting those unlucky enough to cross their path. By the time a heavy
rain dispersed most of the crowds; the state militia had showed up and restored
order. However, small pockets of violence remained for the next two days and,
in the end, as many as 40 African-Americans lost their lives
7. The Red Summer
Less an isolated incident and more a collection of similarly-themed violence,
the Red Summer took place in 1919, as numerous African-Americans adjusted
to civilian life after having returned home from WWI, alongside their fellow
White veterans. Famed civil rights activist W.E.B. Du Bois said of the Black
veterans: “We are cowards and jackasses if now that the war is over, we do not
...continued on page 10
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Statement by the Interdenominational
Ministerial Alliance of Toledo and Vicinity
We live in one of the greatest countries in the World. What happened on January 6, 2021 was a sad day in American History. Not since the War of 1812 have
we seen such an egregious attack on our US Capitol. The 1812 War was by an
invading enemy but the attack on January 6 was by American Citizens.
This act of Insurrection revealed the cultural and political divide in America.
What took place went far beyond any individual and collective difference we
have. This was not about the US Capitol Building, but it was an attack on the
freedoms that we hold dear in America. Freedom of Speech is one thing but
domestic terrorism and thuggism is another thing.
For this reason, the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance of Toledo
and Vicinity cannot remain silent. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr once said:
“Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter.
In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence
of our friends.”
We (IMA) strongly condemn the incitement of this ”Insurrection 2021” by
President Donald Trump, and the actions of QAnon, Proud Boys, as well as other
White Nationalist groups in America. We strongly condemn any association of
these acts with the Christian Community and declare this is not indicative of
Christlike Character and they are a rogue group of persons who have been will-

fully and, for some, unwilfully deceived.
One thing that did stand out and was revealed is the difference of the handling
of White Supremacist Groups and associations vs Black Lives Matter rallies.
The contrast was startling. We do believe that Black Lives Matter. The hate that
has spewed forth from the White House over the last four years has led to this –
  # "$  !!   
ones in this Insurrection 2021.
At the IMA, we are concerned about issues that affect our community and
racism is one of those issues. This does not exclude systematic racism, social
injustice, as well as any other hate issues. We saw one group of people let go
and arrested later vs another group of people being arrested on the scene.
We saw one group before the protest being greeted with the National Guard
in military gear vs the other group being greeted with Capitol Police with
limited resources and preparation.
Sincerely,
Rev. Cedric Brock, President Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance of Toledo
& Vicinity & the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance of Toledo & Vicinity

Capitol Policeman’s Heroism Saves
Legislators from Attack by Mob
Sojourner’s Truth Staff
9     !    ~cer Eugene Goodman was headed to during the afternoon of January 6 as
he was chased up a series of stairs by an unruly mob of rioters seemingly
intent on damaging the Capitol and seeking to confront, probably cause
harm to, the legislators and their staffs, one might have thought he was
simply panicking and running aimlessly through the building.
%#~  +  ! "%
a second look and hears from commentators where Goodman was in the
#            #    !  $
insurgents, knew exactly where he was and what his intent was that day.
Goodman can be seen, on the second landing, glancing to his left and
noticing an open hallway to the Senate. He was using only his baton to
try to ward off the intruders, but there were too many of them to restrain.
When he sees the danger that the senators and their staffs might encounter if his pursuers glanced into the open room, he pushes the leader of
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the pack to irritate him and
keep his attention on the of  " / + 
in the opposite direction with
the leader of the mob, then
the mob, in hot pursuit.
Goodman led the mob into a
group of police in a back corridor outside the Senate.
... continued on page 11
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Toledo NAACP Honors Ray Wood,
Welcomes Rev. Perryman
By Tricia Hall
Sojourner’s Truth Reporter
The Toledo NAACP organized an installation service on January 4   ! "/  
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White Mobs... continued from page 6
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8. Ocoee Massacre
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9. Tulsa Race Riot
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10. Rosewood Massacre
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Final Expenses
Check this off your to-do list!
Guaranteed, modiﬁed whole life coverage
from Physicians Life Insurance Company
that’s affordable and easy to get.
• Guaranteed acceptance for ages 45 to 85*
• No medical exam! No health questions!
• Lock in your rate for life

Call for a FREE Information Kit.

1-855-961-2209
>> www.life55plus.info/truth
1

“Medicare & You,” Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2020
Includes the Participating (in GA: Designated) Providers and Preventive Beneﬁts Rider. Product not available in all states.
Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certiﬁcate of this type. Contact us for complete details about this insurance
solicitation. This speciﬁc offer is not available in CO, LA, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for similar offer. Certiﬁcate C250A (ID:
C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN); Rider kinds B438/B439 (GA: B439B).

6255

*Ages may vary by state. Guaranteed for one of these life insurance policies. Beneﬁts
reduced ﬁrst two years. Insurance Policy L770 (ID: L770ID; OK: L770OK; TN: L770TN).
6238
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FBI Says Armed Protests Planned for All 50
States
“As of 10 January, armed protests are being planned at all 50 state capitols from 16 January through at least 20 January, and at the US Capitol
from 17 January through 20 January,” an internal FBI bulletin released on
Monday said.
The FBI has received information recently about a group calling for
“storming” state, local, and federal government courthouses and administrative buildings in the event Donald Trump is removed as president prior
to Inauguration Day.
'/9        ing to travel to Washington, DC, on 16 January. They have warned that
if Congress attempts to remove POTUS via the 25th Amendment a huge
uprising will occur,” the report reads.
According to the report, the FBI has obtained information that the group
          !     ! #  
       / "
The bulletin included a map that showed the extent of law enforcement
 !           
the inauguration.
The bulletin also names President-elect Joe Biden, Vice President-elect
Kamala Harris and Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi as targets of the
armed groups on or before Inauguration Day.
Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser on Monday asked Americans to
avoid travel to the city during the inauguration next week and to participate virtually following last week’s deadly domestic terror attack on the
US Capitol.
Speaking at a news conference Monday, Bowser stressed that she was

concerned about more violent actors potentially coming to the city in the
run-up to the inauguration, saying, “If I’m scared of anything, it’s for our
democracy, because we have very extreme factions in our country that are
armed and dangerous.”
The National Guard is already mobilizing up to 15,000 National Guard
troops to meet current and future requests for the inauguration, a spokesman said early this week. The dramatic increase in troops comes as law
enforcement in the nation’s capital and around the country brace for further extremist violence amid the transition of power.
The FBI has received nearly 45,000 digital media tips that are now being reviewed.
On top of information being distributed by the FBI, the Department of
8 @ !   #! tol, released situation report headlined “Threats Surrounding the 2021
       "(
9!B/~ 9  % !'dividuals harboring violent extremist ideologies and other violent actors
 !          #   ures, and members of the general public who these actors perceive as opposing their worldview, which is consistent with past attack plotting and
historical drivers for violent activity. (The Current and Emerging Threats
Center) remains in communication with the Intelligence Community to
 !       "(
As a result, state capitols across the nation have stepped up security,
 ! +   #@$%/     
several legislatures convened amid heightened safety concerns.

Three Service Project Ideas
for MLK Day
Martin Luther King Day, celebrated as a day of
service by many Americans, will be observed on
January 18
If you’d like to volunteer but would prefer to
do so in a socially-distanced way, here are three
ideas.
• Plant a tree: Trees help clean the air and are
natural carbon absorbers. You can help offset
your carbon footprint by planting a tree on your
own property, or with permission, in a local park
or public space.
• Promote job readiness: Connect virtually
with fellow community members to boost their
job readiness. Conduct a mock interview over
video chat and assist with resume and job application preparation.
• Deliver meals: Arrange for contactless drop     !#  erwise homebound.
While volunteer efforts may look a bit different
this year, there are still many safe ways to give
back.
Courtesy StatePoint

Giving up Bad Habits?
I can do all things through Christ
who strengthens me!
Wednesday 7:00 PM
Sunday 10:00 AM

Flanders Road
CHURCH OF CHRIST

Flanders Rd Church of Christ
5130 Flanders Rd

Capitol Heroism.. continued from page 7
That leader, wearing a black QAnon shirt, was
Doug Jensen from Des Moines, Iowa, who was
   !9    
  !)H ! # 
& Associates Masonry.
QAnon is a conspiracy theory that alleges the
existence of a liberal, satanic “deep state” cult
       "
“As Trump’s fascist mob ransacked the
"@"  #    @    
murderous rioters away from the Senate chamber and saved the lives of those inside. God
bless him for his courage,” said Rep. Pascrell,
D-N.J.

Some of Trump’s “very special” people storming
the Capitol. “6MWE” is a reference to the murder
of Jews by the German Nazis. It means “six
million wasn’t enough”
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The Rose Legacy Continues....
By Gerald Rose
Guest Column
“No matter where I roam, Toledo Ohio will always be my home,” because that is the birthplace of the Rose Legacy.
I learned about the injustices of the world at an early age and inherited
my activism skills from my dad, the renowned Toledo, Baptist preacher
and former president of the NAACP, Reverend Floyd Rose.
He also taught me truth, honesty and hard work, which is what made me
        
  "
I became an activist and formed a New Order Chapter in Toledo Ohio
in 1992 and hit the ground running. I started working in the community,
holding local rallies at the Toledo Lucas County Public Library calling for
black unity.
The Toledo Ohio chapter began growing rapidly and was soon fully operational with local events for the community and was completely staffed
so I felt it was time to expand our services to help more people. What better
place than the birthplace of the civil rights movement, Atlanta, Ga.
I decided to set up a chapter In Atlanta. So, in June, 2000 I moved to
Georgia to set up the New Order Atlanta Chapter. The Atlanta New Order
National Human Rights Chapter has grown extensively.
9 !   !   # 
H   # @    # >  *$? 8  
James Craig Anderson case and many more throughout the United States.
I was mentored directly by Joseph Lowery, Martin Luther King III and
other great Leaders in Atlanta. I have a huge talk radio station called Real
Talk with New Order where I host a huge list of local celebrities and state
   ! "9
now have a staff members in Atlanta and throughout the United States
.We take an average of 10 complaint cases a month and we are currently in
talks of researching for a third location to establish another Chapter.
New Order National Human Rights Organization (NONHRO) is a 501
  8 > &'  (  
to race, creed, color or religion. NONHRO strive to assist individuals,
#   &   
their human rights. Such violations include but not limited to harassment,

    #voritism in their work
environment, school
system, towards children or teachers to
name a few.
NONHRO will also
assist with judicial and
law enforcement issues
and concerns with regard to inhumane and
harsher treatment for
comparable crimes.
NONHRO will assist in demonstrating
that human and civil
rights were violated to
provide exposure and
eliminate the reoccurrence to others in like
matters and achieve
  "
~8>~   
of human rights will
Floyd and Gerald Rose
provide a reassurance
in the communities that there are people who care and will assist them in
upholding their rights without violence yet achieving peaceful results.
New Order National Human Rights Organization
P.O.Box 1821
Marietta, Ga 30061
 ~ B  
 B9 " 
$ B" " 
http//Facebook.com/Gerald.rose2
9 B   
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Nine Days: The Race to Save Martin Luther
King Jr.’s Life and Win the 1960 Election by
Stephen Kendrick and Paul Kendrick
By Terri Schlichenmeyer
The Truth Contributor
Always look for the helpers.
c.2021
No doubt, you’ve heard those words beFarrar, Straus and Giroux
fore: whenever you’re in trouble – lost,
$28.00 / $38.00 Canada
scared, unsure, in danger – look around.
353 pages
Somewhere nearby, there’s someone who’ll
help. As in the new book Nine Days by Stephen Kendrick and Paul Kendrick, though, it might not be quick.
The Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. had been in jail before.
It was fast then, in and out the same day but still not pleasant and as a Black
man in 1960, the prospect of an entire night there was loathsome. So when a
group of students in Atlanta asked King to help integrate restaurants in one of
 !    #     !
 "
In the end, he stood with the students and his worst fears came true.
Their jail sentence was short and while they were kept mostly together, King
was not among the last of the students released three days later. His sentence:
four months’ hard labor due to a driver’s license issue he thought had been
taken care of, the spring prior.
He was moved to another jail, and then another, each farther away from his
family and further endangering his life.
Some time before, King had reached out to the two 1960 Presidential candidates, asking them to put Civil Rights at the forefront of their agendas. He
thought he knew who would be most likely to help: King had met Richard
Nixon, and he genuinely liked Nixon. He had struggled to arrange time with
John Kennedy, however.
That summer, the Kennedy camp itself struggled. JFK’s campaign staff understood, with the help of Louis Martin, a respected Black newspaperman, that

the candidate who attracted “Negro” voters would win the White House and
Nixon was besting them. Then suddenly, there was King, sitting in jail days
before the election.
At the urging of his staff, Kennedy picked up the phone and made a call...
Two of them, as a matter of fact – JFK made two phone calls that may have
changed the outcome of the 1960 election and perhaps the course of history. In
a story that spreads forward and back and sets a few facts straight, Nine Days
tells about those calls, King’s jail-time and how they are forever linked.
But wait: did Nixon and Kennedy both seem to drag their feet on King’s release? Authors Stephen Kendrick and Paul Kendrick answer that question in a
peek at 1960s politics and society that’s fascinating but also frustrating to read,
content-wise. Kendrick and Kendrick don’t let that feeling linger, though: inside the tale of King and Kennedy is the story of a man whose wisdom, savvy,
and his reputation with Black newspapers altered the election in a way that,
as it’s told, feels like the cheer-worthy last ten minutes of a truly great movie.
Though its focus is small, Nine Days is a gigantic tale that you won’t want
to stop reading once you’ve started it. Really, this is the kind of book you can’t
help but love.

According to 45, one of these men is a “son of a bitch” and the others are “very special.”
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CLASSIFIEDS

FREE JOB TRAINING - Earn your Manufacturering Skill Standards Council CERTIFIED
PRODUCTION TECHINCIAN certificate in 8
weeks. Classes start January 25th (9am1pm Mon - Fri). Call Sue at 419-243-9178
for more information or to register.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
2ND SUBSTANTIAL AMENDMENT TO THE 2015-2019 FIVE-YEAR
CONSOLIDATED PLAN
In accordance with 24 CFR 91.05(c)(2) and subpart B of the federal regulations relative to citizen participation for Community Planning and Development Programs and applicable waivers made available to those
requirements through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act), the City of
Toledo (COT) is making a 2nd amendment to the 2015-2019 Five-Year Consolidated Plan available to the
public through this notice.
Public Comment Period and Process:

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

The Consolidated Plan amendment will be available for review beginning Friday, January 8, 2021, on the
website of the following entities:

Lucas Metropolitan Housing (LMH), located
in Toledo, OH is seeking experienced applicants for the following position(s): Vice
President of Resident Services. For complete details, visit https://www.lucasmha.org
and click on Careers. Deadline: 02/05/21.
This is a Section 3 covered position. HUD
recipients are encouraged to apply and are
to indicate on the application if you are a
LMHA Public Housing client or Housing
Choice Voucher Program participant. Persons with disabilities are encouraged to apply. NO PHONE CALLS. Equal employment
opportunity shall be afforded to all qualified
persons without regard to age, race, color,
religion, religious creed, gender, military
status, ancestry, disability, handicap, sexual orientation, genetic information or national origin.

Department of Neighborhoods
One Government Center, 18th Floor
Downtown Toledo, Jackson & Erie Streets
website: https://toledo.oh.gov/departments/neighborhoods

Lucas Metropolitan Housing Authority
435 Nebraska Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43604
website: www.lucasmha.org

V??X"


Z  [ "\]  
One Government Center, 22nd Floor
1946 N. 13th Street, Suite 437
Downtown Toledo, Jackson & Erie Streets
Toledo, Ohio 43604
website: https://toledo.oh.gov/government/mayor
website: www.endinghomelessnesstoledo.org
Clerk of Council
One Government Center, 21st Floor
Downtown Toledo, Jackson & Erie Streets
website: https://toledo.oh.gov/government/city-council/

Toledo-Lucas County Public Library
325 Michigan Street
Toledo, Ohio 43604
website: www.toledolibrary.org

The Fair Housing Center
432 N. Superior Street
Toledo, Ohio 43604
website: www.toledofhc.org

Lucas Co. Board of Developmental Disabilities
1154 Larc Lane
Toledo, Ohio 43614
website: www.lucasdd.info

A public hearing on the 2nd Substantial Amendment to the 2015-2019 Five-Year Consolidated Plan is
scheduled as follows:
Thursday, January 14, 2021 5:30 p.m. by Virtual Hearing
Virtual Link: https://toledo-oh-gov.zoom.us/j/85987681908
This Consolidated Plan amendment will also be available for a 5-day public review and comment period
from Monday, January 11, 2021 to Friday, January 15, 2021. Citizens wishing to submit written comments during the public review and comment period may mail them, postmarked no later than Friday, January 15, 2021, to the following:

RFQ BUILDING ENVELOPE/
WEATHERPROOFING PROJECT
Request for Qualification (RFQ) to Hire an
Architect/Engineer (A/E), Inquiry # FY21-30,
Project #1130-21-232. The University of Toledo intends to retain professional services for
     
Project Construction Cost: $2,000,000. Please
mail your response to The University of Tole   !  " %&' &*+6;<= 
#1130-21-232, MS 216, 2801 W. Bancroft St., Toledo, Ohio 43606 or bring directly to the University of Toledo, Plant Operations, Room 1060, 2925
East Rocket Drive, Toledo, Ohio 43606. DATE:
Friday, January 15, 2021, TIME: 2:30 p.m. All
questions and inquiries can be emailed directly
to robert.waddle@utoledo.edu. For a copy of the
RFQ visit our Construction Website: http://www.
utoledo.edu/facilities/construction/ or. http://ofcc.
ohio.gov Please reference Inquiry # FY21-30,
Project #1130-21-232, Building Envelope/Weath   ?   
include 6 (six) copies and 1 (one) electronic copy
of the SF 330 Form with your response.

CITY OF TOLEDO
DEPARTMENT OF NEIGHBORHOODS
2nd SUBSTANTIAL AMENDMENT TO THE 2015-2019 FIVE-YEAR CONSOLIDATED PLAN
ONE GOVERNMENT CENTER, SUITE 1800
TOLEDO, OHIO 43604
You may also email comments no later than Friday, January 15, 2021 to Monica Brown, Admin. Analyst IV,
at monica.brown@toledo.oh.gov.
Amendment:
This is a 2nd amendment to the 2015-2019 Five-Year Consolidated Plan for the COT to enable the COT
to receive $1,526,505.00 in Community Development Block Grant-CV (CDBG-CV) funding from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) made available through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security Act (CARES Act).
Additional CDBG funding made available to the COT by HUD through the CARES Act is unknown as this
time but will be used for the same purpose of the initial allocations indicated above which is to prevent,
prepare, or respond to the spread of Coronavirus 19 (COVID-19) and facilitate assistance to eligible agencies, households, and persons economically impacted by COVID-19. In addition, the COT may reprogram
recaptured FY 2019-2020 CDBG funding as needed to respond to COVID-19.
Eligible CDBG activities include, but are not limited to, assisting low- and moderate-income households with
mortgage assistance for no more than 6 months and support of other COVID-19 response services.
Further, eligible CDBG costs incurred as of March 1, 2020, and paid for with nonfederal funds may be repaid
with CDBG funding, including those made under the CARES Act. These pre-award costs will meet all HUD
requirements applicable to CDBG, including those under the CARES Act. Unless waived by HUD, CDBG
pre-award costs for FY 2020-2021 will not exceed 25% of the grant and will be used for the CDBG-eligible
activities as indicated above.
Public notices regarding future amendments to the Consolidated Plan will be printed in local newspapers
     [VZ`{```   

Call to place your ad:

 " 6] ] [VZ [      [|       
the 5-day comment period as indicated above as well as to make other changes. The revised Citizen
   ` { { ?` [VZ`{    ] 
 {  ;]  
Background on the Consolidated Plan:

419-243-0007
www.TheTruth
Toledo.com

The Consolidated Plan describes the housing and community development needs, as well as activities to
       ?  {"}~] ?\  }{  ] 
(HUD). As required by HUD, the Consolidated Plan brings together, in one (1) consolidated submission,
the planning and application aspects of the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), HOME Investment Partnerships (HOME), and Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) Programs. More information on the
[       {  [VZ`{    ]   { 
For reasonable accommodations or additional information, please contact Monica Brown, Admin. Analyst
IV, Department of Neighborhoods at monica.brown@toledo.oh.gov.
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YWCA Announces 2021 Milestones Honorees
By Fletcher Word
Sojourner’s Truth Editor
“These ladies have not slowed down in spite of the pandemic,” said Lisa
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not typically associated with …

Clara Petty

Linda Mansour

Judge Nicole Khoury

Shantae Brownlee

Suzanna Rorick

Michele Knox, PhD.
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

UNITY DAY 2021
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NAACP... continued from page 8

I’m Still Here
JOIN KEYNOTE SPEAKER AND AUTHOR
Austin Channing Brown in a virtual
celebration of Blackness and recognize
the possibility of racial justice in

organizations and communities.

JOIN US

MONDAY, JAN. 18 | 10 A.M.
utoledo.edu/mlk

Austin Channing Brown
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